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What is the Shell
shell, bash, terminal emulator and virtual terminal 
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What is the Shell

• Command line vs. Shell
• sh (Bourne shell) vs. bash (Bourne Again SHell)

• bash was developed by Brian Fox

• Terminal Emulator
• E.g. Konsole (KDE) and gnome-terminal (GNOME)

• Virtual Terminal

Command line vs. Shell
- Command line vs. Shell
When we speak about command line, we are really speaking about the shell. 
The shell is a program that takes keyboard commands and passes them to the operating 
system to carry out.
- sh vs. Bash (Bourne Again SHell)
Almost all Linux distributions supply a shell program from GNU Project called bash. 
The name bash is an acronym for “Bourne Again Shell”, a reference to the fact that bash
is an enhanced replacement for sh, the original Unix shell program written by Steve 
Bourne.
bash was developed by Brian Fox for GNU Project.
- Terminal Emulator
It is a program used to interact with the shell when using a 
GUI. Its job is mainly to give us access to the shell.
KDE uses Konsole and GNOME uses gnome-terminal. 
- Virtual Terminal
Also called virtual console. There are several terminal sessions continue to run 
behind the graphical desktop even if we have no terminal emulator running.
In Ubuntu we can access them using Ctrl-Alt-F3 to Ctrl-Alt-F7. Note that the display 
manager (aka login manager) is in tty1 (virtual terminal 1) and the desktop environment is 
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in tty2 (virtual terminal 2).
Sources:
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bash_(Unix_shell)
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What is the Shell

• Launch the terminal emulator. 
• When it comes up, we should see the shell prompt.

• It includes
• your username@machinename
• Followed by 

• your current working directory
• dollar sign $ (or # if you logged in as root user)

Shell prompt: is the prompt that appears whenever the terminal is ready to accept input. 
It may vary in appearance depending on the distribution, but it usually includes your 
username@machinename followed by the current working directory and a dollar sign if 
you are logged in as normal user or a hash sign if you logged in as root user.
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Making your first keystrokes

• Enter some gibberish at the prompt like the following:
• $ dfslgdsklf;gkdfl;

• Command history
• Copy and past

• Highlighting some text to copy it
• Use middle mouse button for pasting

• Try a few commands
• date
• cal
• df
• free

- Command history
Most Linux distros remembers the last 1000 commands by default.
Try using it, by using the up and down key.
- Try the following commands:

- date
display the current time and date

- cal
by default, displays a calendar of the current month

- df
to see current amount of free space on our disk drive. It stands for Disk Free

- free
display the amount of free memory
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Ending a Terminal Session

• You can end a terminal session by either:
• Entering the exit command
• Pressing Ctrl-d
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Navigation
How to navigate the filesystem in our Linux system.
pwd, cd, ls
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Understanding the File System tree

• Hierarchical directory structure
• The root directory
• Windows vs Linux filesystem organization

• Windows: separate filesystem tree for each storage device
• Linux has single file system tree

- Hierarchical directory structure
Like windows, a Unix like operating system such as Linux organizes its file in what is called 
Hierarchical Directory Structure.
This mean they are organized in a tree-like pattern of directories (aka folders), which may 
contain files and other directories.
- The root directory
The first directory in the file system is called the root directory.
- Windows vs Linux filesystem organization

- Windows has a separate filesystem tree for each storage device.
- Unix-like operating systems always have a single file system regardless of how 

many drives or storage devices attached to the computer
Storage devices are attached (aka mounted) at various point on the tree 
according to the will of the System Administrator. Who is the person 
responsible for the maintenance of the system.

Image source:
- https://stevevincent.info/LUX205_2017_2.htm
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The current working directory

• Imagine that the filesystem is a maze shaped like an upside down tree
• We are able to stand in the middle of it
• At any given time we are at a single directory
• We can see 

• the file contained in that directory
• the parent directory
• Any subdirectory

• To display the current working directory we use pwd (print working directory) 
command

When we first login to our system or start a terminal session, our current working directory 
is set to home directory.
Each user account is given its own home directory and it is the only place a regular user is 
allowed to write files.
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Listing the content of a directory

• ls command
Used to list the content (files and directories) in the current working 
directory.

• It can list the content of any directory and many other things, we will 
see that later.
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Changing the current working directory

• cd pathname
• To change the current working directory, 
• where pathname is the desired working directory

• A pathname is the rout we take along branches of the tree to get to 
the desired directory.

• Absolute path
• Starts from the root directory
• E.g. $ cd /usr/bin

• Relative path
• Starts from the working directory
• E.g. moving from /usr/bin to /usr
$ cd /usr/bin
$ cd ..

We can specify pathnames in two different ways: 
- Absolute pathname
An absolute pathname begins with the root directory and follows the tree branch by branch 
to the desired location.
- Relative path
It starts from the working directory. To do this, it uses a couple of special notations to 
represent relative positions in the file system tree.
These special notations are ‘,’ (dot) and ‘..’ (dot dot). The ‘.’ refers to the working directory 
and the ‘..’ refers to the parent directory. 

Note that /usr/bin is a directory where most of our system’s programs are installed.
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Changing the current working directory

• Assume that we have the 
following directory tree and we 
are in user (master17) home 
directory.

• Move to 2ndTerm directory, 
using absolute path.
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Changing the current working directory

Current Directory

Target

$ cd 
/home/master17/Documents/FCIH/
2ndTerm/

$ cd ~/Documents/FCIH/2ndTerm/

Telda (~) is a shortcut for the user home 
directory.
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Changing the current working directory

• Assume that we have the 
following directory tree and we 
are in user (master17) home 
directory.

• Move to 2ndTerm directory, 
using absolute path.
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Changing the current working directory

• Now the current directory is 
2ndTerm

• Move to 1ndTerm directory, 
using relative path.
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Changing the current working directory

Current Directory

Target

• To move to 1stTerm from 
2ndTerm we must:

• Go up (to the parent) of the 
current directory 

• Then go the 1stTerm Directory 

• To direct cd to the parent of the 
current working directory we 
use ‘..’ (dot dot)

• $ cd ../1stTerm
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Changing the current working directory

Current Directory

Target

• To move to 1stTerm from 
2ndTerm we must:

• Go up (to the parent) of the 
current directory 

• Then go the 1stTerm Directory 

• To direct cd to the parent of the 
current working directory we 
use ‘..’ (dot dot)

• $ cd ../1stTerm
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Changing the current working directory

• Now the current directory is 
1stTerm

• Move to FCIH directory, using
relative path.

• Then move to 2ndTerm using
absolute path

• Move back to FCIH using 
absolute path

• Move to 1stTerm using 
relative path

Notes:
- When moving from FCIH to 1stTerm using relative path, we have two options:

- $ cd ./1stTerm
where ‘.’ (dot) refer to current directory

- $ cd 1stTerm
If we don’t specify  a pathname to something, the working directory will be 
assumed
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Changing the current working directory

To reduce absolute path length, I used ~ in absolute path instead of writing 
/home/master17
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Changing the current working directory

• Useful ways to quickly change the working directory
• cd

Changes the working directory to your home directory
• cd -

Changes the working directory to the previous working directory.
• cd ~

Changes the working directory to the user’s home directory
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Important facts about filenames 

On Linux systems, files are named in a manner similar to other 
systems such as Windows, but there are some important differences:
• Filenames that begins with a period character are hidden.
• Filenames and commands in Linux are case sensitive.

• “File1”  and “file1” refers to different files

• Linux has no concept of a “file extension” like some other operating 
systems

On Linux systems, files are named in a manner similar to other systems such as Windows, 
but there are some important differences:
- Filenames that begins with a period character are hidden

- ls will not list them unless you use ls –a
- When your account was created, several hidden files were placed in your home 

directory for configuration for different things in your account.
- In addition some applications place their configuration and settings files in  your 

home directory as hidden files.
- Filenames and commands in Linux like Unix, are case sensitive.
- Linux has no concept of a “file extension” like some other operating systems.

- You may name your file any way you like
- The content and/or purpose of a file is determined by other means.
- Although Unix-Like OS don’t use file extensions to determine the 

content/purpose of files, many application programs do.
- Though Linux supports long filenames that may contain embedded spaces and 

punctuation characters, limit the punctuation characters in the names of files to 
period, dash and underscore.

- Don’t embed spaces between words in filenames, use underscore 
instead.
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Exploring the system
Guided tour of our Linux System
ls, file, less 
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More about ls

• The ls command is probably the most used command.
• With it we can see directory contents and determine a variety of important

file and directory attributes.
• We can use ls to get a list of files and directory in the current working 

directory
master17@AbdallaEssam-PC:~$ ls
Documents  Downloads  file01_sym

• We can specify the directory to list
master17@AbdallaEssam-PC:~$ ls ./Documents/FCIH/
1stTerm  2ndTerm

• We can specify multiple directories
master17@AbdallaEssam-PC:~$ ls /bin /usr
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More about ls

In this example we list both the /usr directory and the user home directory
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More about ls

• The ls command is probably the most used command.
• We can change the format of the output to reveal more details
ls –l /usr

• By adding –l to the command, we changed the output to the long format
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Options and Arguments

command –options arguments 

• Commands are often followed by:
• One or more options

-> Modifies its behavior
• One or more arguments

-> upon which the command acts

• Short vs. Long options

- Short vs. Long options
- Short options 

Most commands use options which consists of a single character preceded by a 
dash (e.g. ls -l).
Many commands allow multiple short options to be strung together (e.g. ls –
la , aka ls –l –a or ls –a -l).
Note that command options, like filenames in Linux, are case sensitive.

- Long options
Many commands support long options, consisting of a word preceded by two 
dashes (e.g. ls --reverse).
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